The Ugly Truth About Merchant Cash Advances
by Greg Grice, GPA Capital, January 18, 2018

Are you considering taking a Merchant Cash Advance (MCA)?
GPA Capital would urge you to take a moment to learn the truth about these products. We understand that when
drowning, a person will grab on to anyone and anything to stay alive. MCA lenders understand this and present
themselves as a “life preserver.” By telling you that they are the fastest, most trouble-free, easy-to-get small business
loan in the market. They stress that…







Funds can be deposited into your account quickly, often in 24-72 hours
You don’t have to have good personal credit
You don’t need any business credit
They are unsecured so you don’t need collateral
Payment is pegged on future receivables
It’s very convenient

The problem is that, by knowing exactly how desperate you are, they can offer predatory repayment plans. MCA lenders
aren’t worried about making risky loans or even working with practices to ensure they have reasonable access to
working capital — they simply offer easy money to anyone who will take it.
MCA lenders are to businesses what “Pay Day Loan” providers are to cash-strapped people by only requiring a recent
pay stub, driver’s license and a blank check for an immediate $50 - $500.
They don’t tell these desperate borrowers that for many people, paying off
the loan can end up taking months, even years, and costing thousands of
dollars to pay off.
Knowing this comparison, it’s obvious why so many financial professionals
warn against using this type of financing; the excessive cost of borrowing and
short repayment periods might send your business into a debt (and death)
spiral. You’d be better off trying any other option than signing up to let an
MCA lender suck every dime of profit out of your business.
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Do Cash Advance Interest Rates Matter?
The fact that your cash advance might have an effective Annual
Percentage Rate (APR) reaching into the triple digits can be shocking.
So how do these funders get away with issuing such expensive
advances? It’s easy: they don’t disclose the APR. Why? MCAs don’t
use interest rates.
Instead, they charge a factor rate, which is the fee is calculated once
based upon the original borrowing amount. With interest, the fee is
accrued over time by calculating a percentage of the remaining
principal until the loan is paid off. To determine the MCA borrowing
fee (called a “fixed fee,”) they’ll multiply the factor rate by the
borrowing amount. That said, you can still figure out a “rough APR”
using basic math.
EXAMPLE: A loan with a factor rate of x1.28 (also written as 28%) means you’ll have to repay your lender $128,000
($100,000 x 1.28). In other words, your rough APR is 28%. Here are a few examples to illustrate the role of a rough APR
in an MCA:
MCA 1

MCA 2

Principal:

$100K

$100K

Term length:

6 months (126 business days)

12 months (252 business days)

Factor rate:

x1.28

x1.28

Other fees:

2.5%

2.5%

Effective APR:

109%

55%

Monthly payment:

Approx. $21,333 ($996 per day)

Approx. $10,667 ($498 per day)

Total financing cost:

$28,000 ($0.28 in fees per $1 borrowed)

$28,000 ($0.28 in fees per $1 borrowed)

Do You Really Understand What You Are Signing Up For?
An MCA is not a loan, but rather a cash advance on future
credit card sales of a practice. Technically, they’re a
business- to-business transaction - the advance provider is
buying a percentage of all your future sales. Since this type
of deal isn’t covered by lending laws, you’re not going to
have a whole lot of protection if the deal goes bad.
Taking out an MCA may keep your business going when
you’re short on funds, but it leaves you with ongoing,
variable payments that can cause big headaches in the
future. You can quickly find yourself crippled with ever
changing monthly payments that drain your budget and
make it impossible to move forward.
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What’s Wrong with Merchant Advance Payments?
If you’re talking to an MCA salesperson, you’ll notice they always talk in terms of “daily payments.” That’s because
business owners think in terms of monthly revenues and expenses.
EXAMPLE: Imagine you get a $25,000 business cash advance for 6 months.
Quoting your payment as “just $250 a day” makes it sound like a whole lot
less than $5,200 a month!
Because making $5,000+ payments/month on a $25,000 advance is sucking
away every dime of profit, business owners fail to grow out of their MCAs.
So, you go back to the MCA and request additional funds. Out pops another
ugly truth about MCAs known as “Double Dipping.” Because products with
factor rates have a pre-determined payback amount, your funder uses a
portion of your new funds to pay down the remaining, unpaid fee in addition to the principal. By doing this, the funder is
driving up the cost of the new loan and you are effectively paying interest on top of interest – hence, Double Dipping on
a new advance known as a “stack.”

What is Business Loan Stacking?
Business loan stacking means you’ve already got 2 or more cash advances against your business. Since each advance
usually takes 10% or more of your monthly revenues, once you get past 2 advances, you’re often caught in a “death
spiral” – and that’s when the real vultures come out.
Believe it or There are companies out there
that specialize in “3rd, 4th and 5th position
liens” meaning they’ll advance you funds
(at huge costs) even if you’ve already
gotten yourself into debt beyond your
ability to pay it down.
TIP: If you’re at the point where you need a
3rd, 4th or 5th cash advance, it might be time
to do some serious soul searching!
Hopefully, you’re just weeks away from a
huge pay day that will wash away your debt
problems. However, you’ll often be much
better off getting yourself out of MCAs
rather than adding another one. How?

Real World Testimonial
“I have been a dentist for ten years. Dentistry is a very expensive business to be in with very high overhead. Dental supply
companies never reduce or adjust their prices for a company dependent on insurance receivables. Add property taxes,
tangible personal property taxes, school loans, business startup loan, home mortgage, kid’s school, and on and on and
cash flow is strangled.
I was always able to manage it until last year when we had to overhaul our entire office computer hardware and
software system costing $12,000. I couldn’t get a bank loan for this due to my existing liabilities, so a MCA loan was my
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only conceivable option. In less than a day I had the funds I needed to pay for the new computers and software. I was
floating on cloud nine until the daily payments started and began to strangle the cash flow.
I started receiving insufficient funds emails….and this has never happened before. In a panic, I applied for a second MCA
loan to increase working capital to keep up with payroll and other liabilities. Uh-oh…now I have even more daily
payments strangling my business. I quickly realized this fact: I increased my working capital but I also increased my
liabilities with no change in revenue.
All I’ve done is buy more time until the increased debt to revenue ratio puts me back in the same situation I started in.
Unless revenues increase or I use the MCAs to pay off other debts, all I’m doing is delaying the inevitable, not really
solving anything.
So this is where I am at now. I got to the point where I seriously feared bankruptcy. I looked at my three kids and wife
sleeping in the morning terrified that their life was about to be turned upside down. That sinking feeling came over me
and I cried driving to work. I realized no one can help. In my mind the only way out (short of bankruptcy) is to find a
funding company willing to get me out of debt and structure a long-term repayment schedule that is proportional to cash
flow.” Richard

Now for The Good News, Here Are Some Ways to Get Out:

In-Office Mobile Diagnostic Testing
Experience the benefits of Nerve Conduction and Ultrasound Testing in your own
office! Our licensed technologists come right to your practice to perform the
diagnostic testing that you prescribed for your patients, using the latest State-ofthe-Art medical diagnostic equipment available to achieve the highest accuracy
possible. All images and data are then sent to our staff of board certified
Neurologists, Radiologists, and Cardiologists who interpret the data and images
from each test performed to accurately diagnose your patients.
You’ll receive the test results and interpretations within a 48 to 72-hour period
for most procedures. In the event you need a “stat” read or have an emergency,
our Specialist “reading doctors” can typically provide a report within 12-24 hours.
The US patient demographic is needier than ever. They have increasing trouble
with diabetes, chronic back pain, intestinal trouble, asthma, fibromyalgia and
much more. However, with symptoms originating from spinal, nervous and
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inflammatory conditions, you are now able to provide critical diagnostic testing to your patients, at no cost to you or
your patient (we even try to cover their deductible), all in the comfort of your office.
For over 25 years, GPA Capital’s imaging partner has been at the forefront in offering nationwide mobile diagnostic
testing that allows physicians the tools to clearly determine the exact cause and severity of discomfort, pain, and any
nerve damage that may be present in their patients.

Benefits to Your Patients
Allow your patients to be tested in the comfort of your own
office.
Provide your patients with better care and a more accurate
diagnosis.
Support your diagnosis - rule in or rule out disease and/or
nerve damage.
Testing can create documentation that you can utilize to show
the root cause of your patient's condition.
Ongoing testing will allow doctors to track the progress of the
condition and/or treatment to determine if condition is
improving or worsening.
Our testing will demonstrate to insurance companies that
ongoing treatment is necessary, mitigating the number of
unnecessary denials.
Avoid sending patients to hospitals or referring them out for
these procedures when they can be done in the comfort of
your own office.
We will never bill the patient!
Accurately treat the cause!
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Symptom examples:
Radiating pain

Fibromyalgia/ Muscle Weakness/Atrophy

Headaches

Motor Sensory Deficits

Foot/Back/Neck/Shoulder pain

Neuritis

Myelopathies/Numbness & Tingling
Diabetes

Plantar Neuroma
Celiac/Crohn’s Disease
Sensory Loss

Carpal/Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome

Trauma to Nerves

Wrist Pain/Drop

Entrapments

Peripheral Neuropathies

Radiculopathies

Skin Disturbances

Vertigo/Dizziness
Nerve Root Inflammation/Sciatica

Paresthesia
Vision/Hearing Impairment
What kind of tests can we perform for your patients?
Nerve Conduction Velocity (NCV)

Ultrasounds

Electromyogram (EMG)

Abdominal

Evoked Potentials

Arterial

Balance Testing (VNG)
Ambulatory Electroencephalography (EEG)
Dermatomal Somatosensory Evoked Potential (DSEP)
Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SSEP)
Brainstem auditory evoked potential (BAER)
H-Reflex
Oto-acoustic emission (OAE)
Visual Evoked Response (VER)

Carotid
Duplex Arterial
Echocardiogram
Spinal
Thyroid
Transcranial Doppler
Venous

Easy Implementation and Financial Benefits to the Physician:
Simply identify 6 to 8 commercial insurance (no Medicare or Medicaid) patients that have diagnosed with the symptoms
listed above. Our team will handle the administrative responsibilities of pre-authorization, billing/collections,
transcription and neurovascular interpretations, as wells as treatment recommendations. There is nothing the physician
needs to provide other than the exam room. We immediately pay you $1,000 for the “fair market” rental of your space
for that day and then you bill for the follow up visit and treatment (typically $500-$1,500 per test day). For practices that
provide this service only one day per month, they can make an additional $30,000/year. However, there is no limit to
the number of days that a practice can offer this. Many practices have us in every other week ($60,000/year) or weekly
($120,000/year).
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Mobile Cardiac Testing in Your Office
 Offer Patients Comfort, Convenience with a Completely New Service
 Retain Patients and Testing & Follow Up Revenue
 Provide Comprehensive Care

The strategy is to bring cardiovascular services directly to our Client
Primary Care Physicians in Florida.
State-of-the-Art equipment, is used allowing you to affectively grow
your Practice and keep up with Payor demands of keeping patients
healthier.
Rather than referring out your patients to cardiologists, you can
provide Continuity of Care for the patient under one roof.

In-Office Testing
• EKG
• Carotid
• Abdominal Aorta
• Arterial Duplex
• PVR
• Exercise PVR

• Echocardiogram
• Stress Echocardiogram
• Renal Doppler
• Venous Duplex
• ABI

Services Provided After In-Office Services
To assure continuity of care, after you review test results with your
patient, other services include:
• Nuclear Stress Testing
• Cardiac Peripheral Vascular Ultrasound
• Holter monitors
• MCT Monitors

Patients’ acceptance is high.
Our trends show, patient satisfaction comes from deeper physician
engagement. As our healthcare system evolves and time with patient is less and
outsourcing services are demanded by payors our services provide Better
prevention, High quality of care, Higher level visits

Payer acceptance is high.
While payers are demanding better outcomes, practices must be nimble and adapt, becoming more
productive, provide increased documentation and create treatment plans that envelope chronic disease
management, concurrently with medical interventions.
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Allergy testing and treatment in the comfort of your office.
GPA Capital’s allergy partner offers highly reimbursable,
comprehensive diagnostic testing to clearly determine the
exact cause and severity of the patient’s allergies. Whether
the patient is suffering from a runny nose, watery eyes,
sneezing, hives, trouble breathing, a rash, dermatitis, or
other symptoms, we will get to the root of the problem.
By utilizing the latest state of the art equipment our nurses
can provide accurate and valuable results. Our partner
implements strict quality assurance guidelines with every
aspect of our business. All equipment is tested and calibrated every six months to ensure accurate readings and results.
Our nurses are very experienced in patient-care and hospitality, always putting your patient’s best interests as the top
priority.
Top 5 Benefits to Our Physician Partners
1. Improved Patient Care
With the advent of advanced mobile testing which provides more sensitive allergy testing results, we can now confirm a
diagnosis and treat most patients in your office, referring only the most acute cases to an allergist. Our team of
experienced medical professionals has diagnosed and treated tens of thousands of patients throughout the country.
Retain more of your potential patient revenue (PPR) while obtaining better Patient Outcomes and keeping your patients
in house. Test and treat any patient over two years old. Added practice services that increase the scope of your practice
2. Improved Patient Retention
Retain patients “in-house” for both allergy testing and treatment, rather than referring them out to other offices. Our
allergy testing panels focus on food, environmental and geographically specific mold and airborne allergens in your area.
3. Expand Your Services
By providing a convenient, on-site allergy testing clinic in your office, many of our PCP clients receive new patient
referrals as satisfied patients spread the word to friends and family about their services. Your patients receive superior
quality testing in an exam room in your office once a week, bi-weekly or monthly – it’s completely up to you.
4. No Staffing Costs
We provide trained allergy nurses, who handle the clinical and patient-support duties. Additionally, our administrative
staff manages the patient scheduling, testing preparation, and appointment confirmations. There is no interruption or
inconvenience for your existing staff.
5. Increased Profits
Earn extra income for your practice with no additional capital
outlay or staffing costs. We provide all testing supplies at no cost to
your practice. Allergy testing and treatment in your office will
conservatively generate $6,000 - $8,000 profit per month based on
1 testing day per week. Immunotherapy creates a long-term
residual income; the metrics depend on your practice.
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